It is shown that the Kronrod extension to the «-point Gauss integration rule, with respect to the weight function (1 -x2)V~"2, 0 < M < 2, ju i= 1, is of exact precision 3n + 1 for n even and 3n + 2 for n odd. Similarly, for the (n-t-l)-point
1. Introduction. In this paper we shall consider the Kronrod extensions (KE) to the Gauss-Gegenbauer integration rules (GGIR) and the Lobatto-Gegenbauer rules ( LGIR). The Gegenbauer polynomials, C£(x), p > -xh, are those polynomials which are orthogonal with respect to the weight function wix; p) = (1 -x2)M~'/2 and have the following normalization [4, p. 174] (1) JV(*; p)C^(x)Cm(x)dx = 8nmhnit, C^ix) is even (odd) if n is even (odd). Special cases of C£(x), perhaps with a different normalization, are Tnix), the Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind (ji = 0), P"ix), the Legendre polynomials (p = lfi), and Unix), the Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind ip = 1). The n-point GGIR is given by (4) // = f1 Mx; P)fix)dx = Z »Ax} + cntlM2nif), (6) //= Z^if{x¡) + cniiM2nif), i'=i where the x¡ are the zeros of (1 -x2)^1 ix), and z "n-l,M + l _.
(7) cm p n-i,u+r "•n-l,u + l
Since the weights of the integration rules considered do not play a part in the discussion, we shall not treat them here except to remark that Monegato [9] , [10] has shown that the weights u¡ in (8) below are positive for 0 < p < 1 and the v¡, for 0 < p < 2.
The KEGGIR is given by The corresponding KELGIR is given by
where qn = 2 [(3« + 2)/2], and the y¡ are the zeros of En +1 (x). Thus, taking into account that //>-%, we see that practical KEGGIR's exist for 0 < p < 2 and KELGIR's, for -& < p < 1.
The first one to discover a KEGGIR was Kronrod [7] In the entire literature on this subject, it is stated that the KE's have error terms which vanish for polynomials of degree less than pn (Gauss) or qn (Lobatto), and in Kronrod's tables, he gives the error in the integration of xPn by the KEGGIR with p = l/i. However, nowhere is it proved that these KE's are of exact degree pn -1 or qn -1, as the case may be, that is, that there exists a polynomial of degree pn or qn for which the corresponding KE is not exact. Indeed, such a statement is not true for all p. Thus, as Monegato [9] points out, the KE of the «-point GGIR with p = 0, the first Gauss-Chebyshev rule, is exact for polynomials of degree < 4« -1 and in fact is identical with the KE of the corresponding (« + 1 )-point LGIR, being the (2« + 1 )-point LGIR, the first Lobatto-Chebyshev rule. Furthermore, the KE of the «-point GGIR with p = 1, the second Gauss-Chebyshev rule, is exact for polynomials of degree License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use < 4« + 1 and, in fact, is identical with the (2w + l)-point GGIR. In the present work, we shall show that, except for p -0, 1 in the GGIR case and p = 0 in the LGIR case, we have the result that the exact precision of the KEGGIR is pn -1 while that of the KELGIR is qn -1. Furthermore, if these rules are of simplex type, i.e., if we can express the error term in the form K""/^"H?) or K f^^ig), which we have not been able to prove, then we have the following result: 
Q^)En+lJz) = 1 + bxz-"-2 + b2z-"~3 + ..., and by the argument given in [16] or [3] 07) Q£Wn+1Jz) = i + i cfQ%+1+¿z), í=0 for certain constants c0.cn depending on p and n. Since GJ¡(z) is an odd (even) function if n is even (odd), we have that Q^iz)En + lßiz) is always an odd function which implies that c0 = 0 if n is odd. Now, the functions of the second kind satisfy the following relations:
(18) Mm(ß»(x + /e) " Ö»(X ~ fe)) = ~™ r^+kf(x; ")C?W- 
The Exact Degree of Precision of KEGGIR's and KELGIR's. Let us define
(31) fk(x) = Ciiix)En+hßix)C^1+kix), k = 0,...,n.
Then from (20) it follows that Ifk = ckhn + l+Kß. Since the KEGGIR applied to fk(x) vanishes, we have from (8) that E ifk) = ckhn + i+k so that the exact precision of the KEGGIR is determined by the first index k, say k0, for which ck i= 0. Indeed, pn = 3n + I + k0. We now show that for 0 < p < 2, u ¥= 1, cQ # 0 for n even and c, =£ 0 for n odd.
Consider first the case n even. Substituting (25) and (27) into (21) and equating the coefficients of T , " (x), we find that Thus, it suffices to show that a -am + 1 does not vanish. In fact, we shall show that the a¡ are strictly monotonie. For 0 < p < 1, the sequence {f. } is completely monotonie, i.e., (-l)fcA*/^ > 0 for all /' and k [17, p. 137] . Hence, by a theorem of Kaluza [6] , the sequence {-ai+l "} is also completely monotonie and hence strictly monotonie. For 1 < p < 2, the sequence {_/,+ 1 "} is completely monotonie. From this it follows, by some results in [6] , that >_%_ i=i2 .
aiH ai+l,u
Since 2jl0aIM converges, and in fact equals {Fil -p, n + l; n + p + 1; l)}-1, it follows that the sequence {a,} is strictly monotonie. For p = 2, Szegö [16] gives an explicit expression for the \ß,
which again shows that the ai2 are strictly monotonie. We now consider the case n odd. Proceeding as before, this time equating the coefficients of Tn+3ix), we find that Since the af are strictly monotonie, it follows that Cj =£ 0.
For p = 0,fjo = l,/ = 0, l,2,...,sothatX00 = -X10 = 2n^2, X/0 =0, i > 1 and En+U0 = (2/î/tt1/2) {Tn + lix) -r"_,(x)}, n > 2. Hence C(^+.,oW = *j W,+1 -Vi> =t F*.« -r2"-i}
and the zeros of C0(x)£'n + lj0(x) are the abscissas of the (2w + l)-point LGIR for the weight w(x; 0) which is of exact precision 4n -1, as can also be seen from the fact that cn_2 is the first ck which does not vanish.
For ju = 1, f0l = l,fn = 0, /' > 0 so that, X01 = 2/\/ñ\ Xn = 0, / >0, and £"H1W= i2l\fr)Tn + 1ix). Hence (36) Clnix)En + hlix) = k\ Unix)Tn + 1ix) = k2C\n+lix), and the zeros of C" ix)En +, j (x) are the abscissas of the (2« + 1 )-point GGIR for the weight w(x; 1) which is of exact precision 4« + 1 and which also follows from the fact that cn is the first ck which does not vanish.
In the case of the KELGIR, we define (37) fkix) = (1 -x2)C^ix)Entß+lix)C»Xkix), k = 0,l,...,n-l, so that Ifk = ckhn+k +,. Hence, since c0 = c0(w -l,p + 1)^0 for n-1 even,
i.e., for n odd, while c, ¥= 0 for n -1 odd, we have that the (2rc + l)-point KELGIR is of exact precision 3« + 1, for n even, and 3n, for n odd, provided that p =£ 0. For /i = 0, we have as before that ¿^(x) = (2/7r1/2)7'"(x), so that 4. Remarks, a. Monegato [11] gives an error bound for KEGGIR's with 0 < p < 1. We shah show how to improve this bound slightly and extend it to the case For 0 < p < 1, Monegato states that Bn + lß < 2 and replaces Bn + l by 2 in (45). Now, while this bound is the best available for 0 < p < xh, we can improve on it for Vi < p < 1. In addition, a bound onßn + 1 is also available for 1 < p < 2. This follows from our observation above that it follows that Bn + iß < 2 -Tnß < 2. For 1 < p < 2, we have that aiß > 0, for all f.
Hence Bn + lß < 2¿0a/M < Tnß. For ,i = 2, £% = ^"ÏT+lJ -~2->B»+y>2'
For m odd, using classical arguments, we have the same bound.
In the Lobatto case, we have, similarly for n odd, that (47) Eqnix) ^^+1J^ ^ + W^x\x)iEn,ß+lix))2fV»+1Xl)dx, whence rfX« + 2ju + l)Blp+1
(48)^« (/)l < 2J"n;r(« + Ä + 2A'
where for -14 < m < 0, £"M + 1 < 2 -Tn_hß + 1 and for 0 < p. < l,Bnß + i < Tn_lß+V For p = 1, Z?n2 < (n + 2)/2. As before, the same bound holds for n even. For p = 0, the rule (50) is exact for polynomials of degree < 3n -1, a result which has already been reported in [8] . For p = 1, (50) is exact for polynomials of degree < 3« + 1 which is the best possible result, so that the highest precision is achieved for Fourier-Chebyshev coefficients of the second kind. However, we should warn the user that the weights v¡ in (50) alternate in sign inasmuch as the v¡ are positive and the zeros of C£(x) separate those of En + 1 (x), so that the C^iy¡) alternate in sign.
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